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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable provides a review of the state of the art on methods for automatic moving image analysis. A
selection of these methods and their further development within the project will comprise the foundation of
technology framework of I-Media-Cities. The document covers the four main topics of “Object detection and
Classification” (section 2) “Temporal Video Segmentation” (section 3), “Video Motion Estimation” (section 4)
and Video Quality Estimation (section 5). The choice of these topics originates from discussions that took
place during the preparation of the project as well as the very early project meetings. To a large extend,
they cover the topics that have been listed in Task 7.1 of work package 7. The topic of “video identification /
fingerprinting” is not covered while we added the section video motion estimation which also includes visual
concept classifications w.r.t. to video events. Early discussion within the project about the content we are
going to use lead to the conclusion that this shift is useful and might better represent the needs within I-Media-
Cities. However, the requirement process of the project just started and final decisions on which technology
will be developed and incorporated into the IMC-Framework will be made based on this process. Based on the
existing background and the partners expertise a shift of focus on these subjects would still be possible. At this
point we want to emphasise that this document is just an overview of methods which could be applied to the
I-Media-Cities technology framework. Obviously, only a small potion of these methods can be implemented or
practically evaluated for I-Media-Cities. It’s rather a first narrowing down of what would be useful and possible
in terms of automatic moving image analysis.

All the algorithms mentioned in the following section basically have one aim. To (semi-)automatically enrich
moving image content by annotating it at different levels of semantic. While some algorithm might only produce
simple data or even data that is not directly usable by humans due to is sheer amount or complexity, others
give rich meta data on a semantically high level. However, we did the selections of the topics below always with
the projective objective in mind provided that the data produced is usable directly, after an additional processing
step, or due to smart visualization or additional annotation by humans.

The purpose of this deliverable is twofold. Firstly due to the broad nature of I-Media-Cities (Non-technical
experts in archiving and Historical research meet technology experts and developer) it is intended to give a
understandable overview of what the technology in the fields mentioned above can contribute to the project
and also what it cannot. Each section contains a rather non-technical executive summary or section that
provides that information on a non-technical level. The second purpose is to collect and structure the technical
State of the Art and the ongoing research work in these fields of computer vision that is changing pretty fastly.
This serves as a basis for the technical partner of the project to extend, adapt and improve their existing
technologies in order to become valuable for I-Media-Cities.

A requirement process is always a hen-egg-problem: While the users says “Show me what you can and I
show you what I need” the developers go “Tell me what you need and I check what I can do” Therefore we
started early with this document. The method and algorithm therein are a huge selection of what could be
done in the respective field and explain on a technical as well as a non-technical level. As mention above, only
a prioritised selection of these methods will be used in I-Media-Cities. The final decision will be made based on
requirement process that has just been started.
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2 Object Detection and Classification
2.1 Executive Summary
Autonomous detection of general objects in images or short video sequences is a crucial component within
this project. In the past 20 years a large and growing amount of literature describing techniques for automatic
object detection has been published.

Object detection aims at determining the locations and sizes of general objects such as

• faces

• vehicles (cars, bicycles, trains, ...)

• persons or

• houses

just to name a few. Automatic approaches for object detection often build the basis of subsequent tasks such
as tracking, object classification or individual identification. Many approaches that either detect parts of objects
(e.g. faces) or complete objects can be found in the literature.

Although object recognition, i.e. automatic classification of detected objects into predefined categories
(e.g. car, house, person), is often referred to as a separate field of research, object localization and object
classification are in fact very much related. One could argue that for object recognition in a given image one
has to detect all objects (a restricted class of objects depending on the dataset), localize them with a bounding
box and categorize that bounding box with a label. For object detection, however, one only has to differentiate
between two classes (usually the object of interest, e.g. persons, and the background), and estimate bounding
boxes around each object of interest. However, the task of object classification then becomes trivial: One just
has to train multiple object detectors - one for each object category - and classification can then just be done
by evaluating which detector fires at a certain position. In modern deep learning-based algorithms, however,
multiple object classes are trained at once and thus object detection and classification can be performed by
one single unified framework.

Figure 1 shows some examples for object detection (1(a) and 1(b)) by means of the Deformable Part Models
(DPM) algorithm presented in [Fel+10] and for object recognition (1(c) and 1(d)) by a recently developed deep-
learning framework called YOLO [Red+15].

The following section gives an overview of state-of-the-art systems for automatic object detection.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: This image illustrated the difference between object detection and object recognition. Although
sometimes differentiated in the literature, both tasks are strongly connected. Figures (a) and (b) show example
detections of persons and bicycles by DPM [Fel+10] while Figures (c) and (d) show object recognition results
by YOLO [Red+15] for multiple object classes. Note that for DPM a separate model for each object category
needs to be trained while for YOLO the framework can be trained for multiple object classes simultaneously.

2.2 State-of-the-art techniques for object detection and recognition
Automatic object detectors can be classified into six main categories: Template Matching, Rigid Object Detectors,
Local Keypoint Detectors, Model-Based Detectors, Deep-Learning-Based Detectors, and Motion-Based Detectors.

Template Matching The simplest detectors use template matching to localize certain objects of a specific
category in images or videos. One prototypical instance of the object’s visual appearance is used to detected
the object of interest. A template image is typically generated by taking either only one or the mean of
many example images that best represent the desired object. The template is then shifted across the source
image. By calculating certain similarity metrics such as normalized cross-correlation or intensity difference
measures [Cox95] the object location is defined as the area corresponding to the highest similarity score.

Although template matching algorithms might be fast and easy to implement, they only achieve adequate
results in rather controlled settings and perform poorly in natural real-world environments due to cluttered
background and geometrical deformations of the object to be detected. To achieve invariance of the method
against object deformations different scales and rotations must be applied which significantly increases pro-
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cessing time. Hence, more sophisticated object localization algorithms must be applied to automatically detect
generic objects in real-world environments.

Rigid Object Detectors A more advanced group of detectors are called rigid object detectors. As the
name suggests, these kind of detectors are limited to non-deformable objects with similar shape. Visual de-
scriptors and the spatial relationship between them are utilized to localize rigid objects, where features vary
among instances but their spatial configuration remains similar. For human face and pedestrian detection, rigid
object detectors have been used for over a decade. Although Rowley et al. [RBK98] already achieved promising
results with a neural-network based human face detection system in 1998, the probably best known algorithm
for real-time object detection was presented by Viola and Jones in 2001 [VJ01]. It uses a boosted cascade of
simple Haar-like features which exploit local contrast configurations of an object in order to detect a face. The
AdaBoost algorithm [FS99] is utilized for feature selection and learning. Numerous improvements have been
proposed over the last decade to achieve wider pose invariance, most of them relying on the same principles
as suggested by Viola and Jones. For an overview of face detectors the reader is referred to [HL01; YKA02;
RRB12]. One interesting example for a face detection and tracking engine which is based on ideas of Viola
and Jones is called SHORE and was developed by Ernst and Küblbeck in [KE06]. The authors improved the
basic approach by Viola and Jones significantly by using multiple consecutive classification stages with increasing
complexity and different illumination invariant feature sets to detect faces in images and video sequences. Each
stage is built out of a feature extraction step and a classifier. One out of three illumination invariant features
can be applied: edge orientation features, census features [ZW94], and structure features built out of scaled
versions of census features. Real-time capability is achieved by using simple and fast pixel-based features in the
first stages and more sophisticated and therefore more complex descriptors in subsequent stages. Each stage
consists of look-up tables that are build in an offline training procedure using Real-AdaBoost [SS99]. The first
stages can be considered as a fast but inaccurate candidate search while the remaining stages focus on slower
but more accurate classification. For the actual detection the gray scaled input image is initially convolved with
a 3×3mean filter kernel to compensate noise. While the detection model is fixed with a size of 24×24 pixels,
the mean filtered image is downscaled several times to build a image pyramid. To achieve scale invariance a
real-time capable coarse to fine search is applied by shifting the classification window across every pyramid
level. To ensure real-time performance only candidate face regions which achieve high confidences in the first
stages reach the slower but more accurate detection stages.

Later, Dalal and Triggs [DT05] proposed to use Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and a linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the detection of pedestrians in low-resolution images. They showed that
locally normalized HOG descriptors provide a powerful robust feature set to reliably detect pedestrians, i.e.
humans in upright positions, even in cluttered backgrounds, difficult lighting conditions, and various poses.

Although researchers use rigid object detectors mainly to localize faces, this class of object detectors has
also been applied to detect other objects as well. Unfortunately, although rigid object detectors can be used
to detect objects which are relatively rigid, the localization of deformable objects in natural scenes requires
more sophisticated techniques because different body postures would result in different appearances of the
same object.

Model-BasedDetectors To cope with the above mentioned challenges, researchers later proposed model-
based methods to reliably detect objects in visual footage. Different feature-sets can be used to create models
of an animal body such as appearance, texture, shape, color or the combination of those.
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Remarkable ideas for a generalized unsupervised object tracker and detector were presented by Ramanan
and Forsyth in [RF03; RFB05; RFB06]. In [RF03] the authors propose a technique to automatically build
models of objects from a video sequence where no explicit supervisory information is necessary and no
specific requirements regarding background are stipulated. Objects are modeled as 2D kinematic chains of
rectangular segments where the topology as well as the number of segments are not known a priori. In a first
step candidate segments are detected using a simple low-level local detector by convolving the image with a
template which corresponds to parallel lines of arbitrary orientations and scales. This step alone results in
many false positive detections. Therefore, resulting segments are clustered in a second step to identify object
regions that are coherent over time. After pruning away remaining segments that do not fit the motion model
because the tracks are to short or move to fast, a coarse spatial model of the remaining segments can be
assembled. Because appearance models of objects are generated on-the-fly there are two ways to think about
the proposed system. It can either be seen as a generalized tracking system that is capable of modeling objects
while tracking them or as a source of an appearance model which can later be used to detect objects of the
same kind.

One drawback of this approach is that when building the rough shape model of the object of interest
one has to be certain that within a given sequence only one object is present in the scene. Furthermore,
the resulting appearance model is very much tuned to the specific object category in the video sequence.
Therefore, the same authors try to overcome these drawbacks by extending their work towards an object
recognition framework to detect, localize, and recover the kinematic configuration of textured objects in
real-world images [RFB05; RFB06]. Ramanan et al. fuse the deformable shape models learned from videos
and appearance models of texture from labeled sets of images in an unsupervised manner for that purpose.
Although the detection results improve significantly compared to their previous work the detector is designed
to only detect highly textured objects.

More recently, deformable part-based models (DPM) were introduced by Felzenszwalb et al. [Fel+10]
as generic object detectors achieving state-of-the art results on a variety of object categories in international
benchmarks such as the PASCAL VOC 2010 [Eve+10] at that time. Whilst the majority of methods for
object detection depict the object of interest as a whole, the main idea of DPMs is to represent objects as
flexible configurations of feature-based part appearances. Support Vector Machines (SVM) are used to learn
the set of appearance detectors and part alignments. While performing very well on some object categories,
DPMs are known to be sensitive to occlusion and highly deformable object categories such as animals. Parkhi
et al. [Par+11] extended the ideas of DPM to distinctive part models (DisPM). They propose to initially utilize
DPMs to detect distinctive regions in the first phase. Secondly, the whole object is subsequently found by
learning object specific features such as color or texture from the initially detected image region. After coarse
foreground-background separation based on the learned low-level image features, graph cuts [BV01] are used
for the final segmentation of the object.

A variety of other extensions of the basic DPM approach including so-called grammar models were invented
subsequently [GFM11]. The main idea of grammar models is that objects are represented in terms of other
objects through compositional rules. Deformation rules allow for the parts of an object to move relative to
each other, leading to hierarchical deformable part models. Structural variability provides choice between
multiple part subtypes - effectively creating mixture models throughout the compositional hierarchy - and also
enables optional parts. In this formalism, parts may be reused both within an object category and across object
categories.
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Local Keypoint Detectors A large and growing body of literature investigated template matching, rigid
object detectors as well as model-based approaches to detect objects in images or videos. However, they
often perform poorly when detecting objects in real-world environments due to a wide variety of postures,
lighting conditions and partial occlusion. Tiny regions on the surface of objects often exhibit less deformation
than the entire object [KB13]. Therefore, new approaches for fast, robust, and reliable detection and descrip-
tion of regions or local interest points such as the Harris Corner Detector [HS88], Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) [Low04] or Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [Bay+08] have been developed in the past.
Furthermore, most keypoint descriptors offer the possibility of subsequent matching which can serve as basis
for not only object detection but object recognition.

Although local keypoint detectors are capable of robustly detecting and describing points of interest in
certain scenarios, they disregard important global information such as object structure, spatial relationship
between keypoints, and temporal information available in video sequences.

Deep-Learning-Based Detectors Recently developed deep learning techniques have revolutionized the
field of computer vision and particularly object detection and classification. Especially Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) have gained much attention in the computer vision community and have thus been used
for a variety of different image and video processing tasks such as object detection and recognition as well as
image classification among others. CNNs are biologically-inspired variants of Multi-Layer-Perceptrons (MLPs).
Thus, a CNN is a type of feed-forward artificial neural network in which the connectivity pattern between its
neurons is inspired by the organization of the animal visual cortex, whose individual neurons are arranged in
such a way that they respond to overlapping regions tiling the visual field.

One of the first attempts to utilize CNNs for object detection called Regions with CNN features (R-CNN)
was published by Girshick et al. in 2014 [Gir+14]. The CNN localization problem is solved by operating
within the ”recognition using regions” paradigm, which means that the input images is divided into N × N
overlapping blocks and for each region the system estimates the probability that it belongs to a certain class.
The proposed object detection system consists of three modules. The system (1) takes an input image, (2)
extracts around 2000 bottom-up region proposals over several scales, (3) computes features for each proposal
using a large CNN, and then (4) classifies each region using class-specific linear SVMs. The authors proposed
a simple and scalable detection algorithm that improved mean average precision (mAP) by more than 30%
relative to the previous best result on the PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) Challenge, a widely known
competition for object recognition algorithms. Although the proposed R-CNN algorithm achieved excellent
detection accuracies, notable drawbacks can be found. Most notably, R-CNN is slow both in training and test
time because it performs a CNN forward pass for each object proposal, without sharing computation.

Thus, a number of extensions have been proposed in the recent past to overcome these limitations. Fast R-
CNN [Gir15] for instance employs several innovations to improve training and testing speed while at the same
time increasing detection accuracy. While R-CNN takes about 47 seconds per image on a GPU, Fast R-CNN
is about 213 times faster. Speed-Up is achieved by replacing the SVM with fully connected layers. Thus the
architecture can be trained end-to-end. Furthermore, fully connected layers are accelerated by compressing
them with a truncated version of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [Cai+14]. Fast R-CNN achieves
near real-time rates using very deep networks when ignoring the time spent on region proposals which actually
turned out to be the bottleneck at test-time.

To overcome this issue, Faster R-CNN was proposed in 2015 by Ren et al. in [Ren+15]. The authors in-
troduce a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that shares full-image convolutional features with the detection
network, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. An RPN is a fully convolutional network that si-
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multaneously predicts object bounds and object scores at each position. The RPN is trained end-to-end to
generate high-quality region proposals, which are used by Fast R-CNN for detection. Furthermore, RPN and
Fast R-CNN are fused into a single network by sharing their convolutional features. The proposed detection
system has a frame rate of 5 frames per second (including all steps) on a GPU, while achieving state-of-the-art
object detection.

In the same year, a unified, real-time capable object detection framework named YOLO (You Only Look
Once) was presented in [Red+15]. Prior work on object detection repurposes classifiers to perform detection.
Instead, within YOLO object detection is framed as a regression problem to spatially separated bounding boxes
and associated class probabilities. A single neural network predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities
directly from full images in one evaluation. Since the whole detection pipeline is a single network, it can be
optimized end-to-end directly on detection performance. Compared to previous deep-learning frameworks for
object detection such as R-CNN and its variants, YOLO is extremely fast. The base YOLO model processes
images in real-time at 45 frames per second. A smaller version of the network, Fast YOLO, processes an
astounding 155 frames per second while still achieving double the mean average precision of other real-time
detectors. Compared to state-of-the-art detection systems, YOLO makes more localization errors but is less
likely to predict false positives on background.

Motion-Based Detectors Although the above mentioned approaches achieve sufficient results under cer-
tain conditions, they lack in taking full advantage of the spatio-temporal information in video sequences to
detect moving objects. Based on the assumption that highly occluded or even camouflaged objects can be
detected by taking their movement in front of relatively stationary backgrounds into account, a considerable
amount of literature has been published on motion-based detectors. Object detection can be achieved by
building a representation of the scene called the background model and then finding deviations from the model
for each incoming frame. Any significant change in an image region from the background model signifies a
moving object. The pixels constituting the regions undergoing change are marked for further processing. This
process is referred to as the background subtraction.

The simplest moving object detectors are based on frame differencing which is a pixel-wise subtraction
between two or three consecutive frames in an image sequence to detect regions corresponding to moving
objects such as human and vehicles. Although frame differencing is very adaptive to dynamic environments since
only up to three consecutive frames are considered for background modeling, often holes are developed inside
moving entities and false positive detections often arise for highly dynamic backgrounds or illumination changes
which occur in real-life scenes. Furthermore, it is often unclear how the threshold for foreground-background
subtraction can be set efficiently.

To overcome these limitations, a vast variety of more sophisticated, background modeling techniques have
been developed over the past two decades such as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [SG99], Adaptive Poisson
Mixture Models [FGS11], Wave-Back [PW05], CodeBook [Kim+04], Video Background Extraction [BD11],
and Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) [Can+11], just to name a few. For a recent in-depth
overview of traditional as well as recent approaches in background modeling for foreground detection, the
reader is referred to the survey by Bouwmans et al. [Bou14].

Statistical approaches such as GMMs for instance, utilize statistics of the distribution of pixels in each frame
to distinguish moving objects from constant background. Because the Gaussian distribution updates itself when
a new sample comes in, periodic movements by branches or trees can be characterized by the model. Because
such a technique alone would result in too many false positive detections due to non-periodic motions, often
temporal difference filtering is used to estimate the velocity of detected objects in adjacent frames in order to
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improve the results.
In 2011, a foreground-background separation technique based on Robust Principal Component Analysis

(RPCA) - an algorithm based on Compressed Sensing (CS) theory, a technique for signal measurement and
reconstruction - has been developed by Candes et al. in [Can+11]. RPCA splits each frame of a video sequence
in a low-rank matrix L which contains pixels of the background and a sparse matrix S representing the fore-
ground activity of moving objects. Again, since this procedure still results in a relatively high number of false
positive detections, a post-processing step such as the Large Displacement Optical Flow algorithm by [BM11],
which detects large changes of velocity by incorporating motion information, is necessary for applications
operating in real-world scenarios.
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3 Temporal Video Segmentation
3.1 Executive Summary
The purpose of temporal video segmentation is the automatic separation of a (usually long) sequence of images
(video / movie) into meaningful parts. This separation is useful as a preprocessing step for different kinds of
further automatic processes as well as for visualisation and annotation processes conducted for and by humans.
The simplest kind of separation is the separation of the video into boundaries produced by an editing process.
The data produced by such algorithms (timestamps but also e.g. thumbnails of the boundary frame) is directly
consumable by humans. However, visualisations such as time lines accompanied with boundary of key frames
can even enhance these results making them even more useful.

The following sections will briefly review some approaches of automatic video segmentation. Some of them
are already available while other would need further research and adaptation when required by I-Media-Cities.

3.2 Methods of Temporal Video Segmentation
The increasing amount of multimedia information leads to a greater need of efficient ways to retrieve and to
search the content of interest. Temporal video segmentation (TVS) can considered as a first step towards
automatic annotation of digital video for browsing and retrieval [KC01] in order to automatically extract the
structure of videos. TVS comprises a lot of video analysis methods for temporal video feature extraction, e.g.
key frame extraction, shot similarity detection, or shot structure analysis in order to analyse the frequency of
consecutive shot boundaries. All these methods can be used for automatic video annotation, browsing, and
retrieval. TVS also has a high relevance in the field of dramatic composition of feature films [RS03],[Lie01].
The Text REtrieval Conference Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVid1) encourages research in information
retrieval and provides a large collection of test data, a uniform scoring, and the opportunity of comparing their
results [SOK06]. TRECVid also provides amongst others a shot boundary detection tool for evaluation issues
and comparison to other work in this domain. Following, the most common sub-domains of temporal video
segmentation are introduced.

Video Shot Detection Commencing with the extraction of temporal information by detecting video shot2

boundaries, further temporal and non-temporal video analysis is able to be applied on the enclosed video
segment, defined by the detected video shot boundaries. Video shot detection provides basis for existing video
segmentation methods and can be considered as initial step for realizing further video analysis tasks [Ham09].
Since video shot detection is a very meaningful task in the TVS domain, a lot of work following different
approaches, e.g. pixel-based, feature-based, histogram-based, statistics-based, transform-based, motion-based
methods, and combinations of them [Nap+98],[Cha+08],[Ham09] has been done. A survey on shot boundary
detection on the related work of the annual TRECVid can be found in [SOD10]. [CGP05] gives a concisely
overview of features and methods for shot boundary detection.
Since video filters or cut effects are used in common post-production processes and thus characterize the
composition of video segments, automatic video shot detection followed by the detection of gradual transitions
is a very meaningful tool, especially for the feature film domain.

1http://trecvid.nist.gov
2A shot can be regarded as a continuous sequence of video frames without any interruption and recorded by a single camera.
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Gradual Transition Detection Similar to shot boundary detection transitions are detected by comparing
two consecutive video frames by a distance function in order to compare the similarity between a frame pair
followed by defining thresholds to make a decision [Bes+05]. Further work deals with training processes
followed by a classification step, using neural networks [LZ01], or a probabilistic based algorithm [Han02].
Progressive or gradual transitions can be separated into different types, e.g. dissolves, fades, and wipes. In
addition to that a lot of research has been done using colour histogram-based, standard deviation-based, and
feature-based methods [ZMM99],[Lie01],[GC07] in order to detect transition types in videos.

Key frame Extraction A key frame can be considered as a selected video frame that represents a video
segment depending on its content and with a high visual semantic importance. A simple key frame can be
the first, last or an arbitrary frame of a shot, however without the consideration of visual semantics. The
size of a key frame set can be fixed as a known priori, left as an unknown posteriori, estimated by the level of
visual change, or determined in order to find the appropriate number of key frames before the full extraction
is executed [TV07]. In the literature automated detection of key frames is described in different ways: [SA07]
uses MPEG-7 colour descriptors [Ohm+03] and texture features locally extracted from key frame regions. Each
frame is described as in terms of higher semantic features using a hierarchical clustering approach. [SG10]
and [HCL04] introduce methods in the compressed video domain. Further work on key frame extraction
methods is summarized in [Hu+11].

Shot Similarity and Scene Detection The scene detection is based on the fact that video shots
belonging to the same scene have high visual semantic relations in order to be grouped into a high-level story
unit (scene). Since a scene is a complex and complicated concept information about film dramaturgy and
film-production techniques would be helpful in order to adapt these clues to a scene detection algorithm.
Scene detection is handled differently in previous research work: [RS03] uses a key frame comparison method
considering a similarity measure of a given shot with respect to previous shots. [TZ04] deals with clustered
shots based on background similarity by extracting visual features from selected regions of key frames.
[TVD03] uses multi-resolution edge detection followed by a neighbourhood visual coherence measure at
shot boundaries which in turn are estimated by taking similarity of colours into account. A broad survey
on scene segmentation and other important issues to video analysis and video retrieval can be found in [Hu+11].
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4 Video Motion Estimation
4.1 Executive Summary
The purpose of video motion estimation methods and algorithms is to estimate the motion of and within
an scene of moving images. We can group these methods based on different criteria as Figure 2 shows.
Applications for video estimation comprise but are not limited to:

• Video retrieval: Video retrieval aims at automatically finding videos which originate from the same
source but have been modified in some way (re-coding, spatial or temporal transformation, colour
changes etc.). Motions estimation methods provide compact representations (features) of video seg-
ments that are sufficient to robustly identify them. The features provided by the camera motion es-
timation are not directly usable by a human in terms of there semantics since it usually a lot of data
that only contains the feature coefficients. In I-Media-Citiesvideo retrieval (a.k.a video identification /
fingerprinting), is not considered at that early project stage as we already motivated in section 1.

• Video segmentation: We already dedicated the previous section 3 to methods of temporal video
segmentation. We can also utilise motion features as used for video retrieval for segmentation purposes.
Instead of finding similarity among different videos we use the features to detect dissimilarities (i.e. shot
boundaries) within the same videos. The semantic level of the features is therefore the same as in the
video retrieval case and not directly usable by humans unless further processing is applied.

• Object tracking: Tracking moving object of a scene is a huge field of computer vision research and
covers many different applications in its own. Examples are surveillance, robotics, human computer
interaction or medical imaging. Instead of the camera motion3 the motion and trajectories of objects
within the scene are retrieved. The results of such algorithm are of a higher semantic level and usually
describe the motion of a simplified, uniquely identified object representation (e.g. point, rectangular
region, contour) over time. It is easy to visualize such results in a video and therefore they are directly
understandable, usable and extendable by humans as well as. Object tracking is closely connected to
object detection algorithms as reviewed in section 2. We will cover this topic here only shortly by giving
some references in the next section. We decided like that because object detection and classification
seems to have higher priority in IMC at the time of writing.

• Video event detection/classification: Motion estimation can also be used to detect specific events
within a video. The types of events can range from simple events such as “the camera has moved”
to complex events such as “a person just gave another person a suitcase”. The more complex the
event is the more difficulty and error prone is the method for detection. In I-Media-Citiesvideo event
detection might become important as a pre-processing step for semi automatic annotations of specific
events. Especially when artistic camera work is the subject of interest, pre-processing large amounts
of video can help to locate specific camera motion patterns that can then be further annotated by
a human expert. Another application case could be the classification of video scene in terms visual
video rhythm (e.g. harmonic vs. fast-paced). However it is important to know, that the higher the
semantic level of classification the more difficulty it is for an algorithm to do correct classifications.
Trying to automatically classify concepts where even humans tend to disagree or where even a single

3Though global motion estimation is often done in parallel in order to compensate it before tracking objects.
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Figure 2: High level taxonomy of motion estimation methods.

individual changes classifications due to mood or context etc. will much likely fail. The results of video
event detection or classification are directly understandable and usable by humans. They will be either
highlighted or heat-mapped spots on a time line or just give resulting classes for a video or parts thereof.

4.2 Local vs. Global Motion
In movies, documentaries, news casts as well as non-professionally produced films two major types of motion
occur: local motion and global motion. Motion analysis algorithm aim to detect and quantify these kind of
motions. Local motion is characterized by moving objects in the scene. Depending on the type of object
the type of motion can significantly differ. Important types of objects are e.g. persons, vehicles, things and
the environment itself (trees etc.). While the first are often in the focus of the scene latter are more in the
background. Global motion, in contrast, occurs due to the motion of the camera. It can consist of rotational
(Pan, Tilt, Roll) as well as translatory (x, y, z) motions and zoom (change of the focal length of the camera
lens). Basically, a scene can contain all these kinds of motion in a combined fashion making it more difficulty to
detect them.

There exist different levels of video motion estimation. Some detect the motion based on simple (local)
image features and average over the whole image, some try to distinguish between local motion and global
motion. Full fledged approaches try to create a 3D scene and camera model by analysing the motion over time
(monoscopic footage) or spatially (stereoscopic footage). These methods could work both ways: unsupervised
(i.e. no training is required) or using an classification approach that needs annotated training data.

In this deliverable we will focus on methods for global motion estimation since these seem be most im-
portant for I-Media-Citiesand will shortly review the mostly used approaches. These methods could support
the detection of scene events with respect to camera movements. They could also support classifications of
scenes in terms of artistic camera work.

From what we learned at the very first project meetings we do not considers local motion detection
(i.e. object/video tracking) of such high importance for IMC. However, object tracking is almost always using
methods for object detection of which we already gave an extensive review in section 2. These could then
be extended by object tracking techniques of which according to [YJS06] there are Point Tracking methods
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(e.g. Kalman Filter [BC86], Greedy Optimal Assignment etc. [VRB01]), Kernel Tracking Methods (e.g. KLT
[ST94], Mean-shift tracking [CRM03], or more recently adaptive tracking by detection methods such as in
[HST11], reviewed in [WLY13]) and Silhouette/Shape tracking methods (e.g. Hough transform based [SA04]
or Histogram based [KCM04]).

4.3 Methods for Global Motion Estimation
Global motion estimation often relies on the calculation of the so called “optical flow” for a temporal sequence
of images. The optical flow describes the apparent motion of parts of a scene caused by relative motion between
that scene and the camera. Since the 3D scene has been projected to the 2D camera sensor information about
that motion has been lost (aperture problem) and estimation of the flow is therefore an ill-posed problem. Flow
estimation algorithms try to solve this problem by introducing additional conditions for estimating the actual
flow. Early work on this topic and method for calculation can be found in [HS81; LK81; BA96; SC97]. First
evaluation have been made by Barron in 1994 [BFB94]. While some of the algorithm aim at calculating the flow
sparsely for robust key points of the scene only4 others reconstruct a flow vector for each pixel of the image
(dense flow). An framework for comparison for objective comparison of the latest flow estimation algorithms
has been described in [Bak+11]. An example of motion vectors is shown in Fig. XXX für a translatory and
rotational camera motion.

For global camera motion estimation sparse, robust flow or motions vectors often suffice in order to obtain
the motion vectors for the scene. These are then fed into a further processing step in order to estimate the
camera motion qualitatively (e.g. classifying them into the motion classes, pan, tilt, roll, zoom). The method
described in [SVH97] uses the residual flow in order to estimate pan, tilt, roll and zoom. [SL96] distinguish
between singular and non-singular flow while while in [XL98] Xiong and Lee directly derive the motion from
the flow by analysing it in different regions of the image. Zoom detection by calculating the field of expansion
is described in [JhYs08]. In [Gen+06] the authors use a machine learning approach with a Support Vector
Machine in order to classify the camera motion into pan/tilt and zoom/roll.

4That is, Points of the scene that are clearly distinguishable from their surround and thus good for tracking.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Motion/Flow vector visualisation for (a) a camera pan (b) camera tilt, (c) a camera roll and (d) a
camera move towards z direction.
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5 Video Quality Estimation
5.1 Executive Summary
During film production related processes, like recording, post-production, archiving, digitization, distribution
format change, transmission, etc., the audio-visual (a/v) essence may be changed in such way that a degradation
of the video quality (VQ) would be expected. Apart from the disturbed visual perceptibility, the degraded
material including errors (such as analogue and digital artefacts, interferences, interruptions or losses, etc.)56

wouldn’t represent the video content correctly and thus would make further video analysis approaches, as
described in Section Object Detection and Classification, Video Motion Estimation, and Temporal Video Seg-
mentation, more difficult or impossible. Furthermore, the VQ estimation may help to cross-check incorrect
metadata which have been set unintentional wrong or have been unknown, e.g. during digitization processes
or post-production. In order to detect errors in video content there is a need to inspect the degraded ma-
terial. This is mostly still done manually, since automated VQ estimation methods do not have the required
accuracy. However, automated VQ estimation approaches may specifically support the manual, cost-intensive
and time-consuming quality checks.

VQ estimation can be separated into two basic approaches: (1) VQ estimation with a reference video
(original material, usually before encoding) and (2) VQ estimation without any reference. In the further course
of the text we use the term quality control (QC) representing VQ estimation. In I-Media-Citieswe need to apply
a no-reference QC approach since for most of the material the original source has been an analogue video or
even celluloid film. An overview of recent no-reference QC methods is presented in [Sha+14]. The I-Media-
Cities partner Fraunhofer IDMT already provides tools for the detection of visual errors such as (but not limited
to): Vertical and horizontal black bars , Vertical and horizontal picture shifts, Field order detection, Blockiness
of a video, Interlace artefacts, Video freezes, Black frames, Blur, Ringing, Halo, Over/under exposure, Visual
noise, and Camera unsteadiness. These tools can be extended or adapted for the needs of the project.

Typically, QC can be applied on digital video formats in different ways: container-based (wrapped) by
checking the integrity of the container, data stream-based (coded), or base-band (decoded, on video pixel
level) analysis. Error detection for stream-based analysis is performed after available information is picked out
from the header. Base-band analysis is performed on decoded video frames considering intra-frame or inter-
frame processing. Base-band approaches are applicable to detect video encoder artefacts, such as blockiness,
visual noise, or blurring, but also artefacts which have been caused by different other issues, e.g. analogue
errors or digitization issues. There is a lot of work done using no-reference approaches in order to check
digital a/v content for different errors.

The result of QC is basically a (normalized) scalr value per video frame representing “how much” a specific
error occurs in that frame. While this is not directly consumable by a human, using visualizations such as heat
map over time can significantly help to understand the results. Since quality is a very subject term it is difficulty
to quantify it with automatic algorithms without considering the targeted audience, the application context
and the material that is analysed.

5EBU, Strategic Programme on Quality Control; Last visit: 2016 July, 12th.
6Wiki page: A/V artefact Atlas; shows a list of analogue and digital a/v artefacts, Last visit: 2016 July, 13th.
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5.2 Quality control approaches
Methods of the digital signal analysis can be applied on digital a/v data in order to detect analogue and digital
errors. Subsequently, a collection of essential error detection methods is presented, however which does not
comprise all research in the QC domain.

5.2.1 Production related video errors

Lightning Imbalance Over or under exposures are non-linear errors caused by unbalanced brightness
due to an incorrect orientation of camera lens with respect to the ambient lighting. The authors in [YK02]
introduce a lightning imbalance detection method. Therefore, the average, minimum and maximum luminance
of a video segment is first computed followed by a decision for over and under exposed video segments using
thresholds which defines the borders between over and under exposed video content.

FilmUnsteadiness Possible causes of film unsteadiness are production related records, but also a defect or
worn out perforation of film material, or a faulty film transport mechanism. Film unsteadiness can be detected
through changes of global motions (see also section 4 on Video Motion Estimation) in successive video frames
and compensated using global motion vectors [For09]. Further methods on how to detect camera shakes or
unsteady camera movements are proposed. The authors of [YK02] define a video as shaky, if most objects
in the video frames move back and forth repeatedly along same directions during a short period. In order
to detect camera shakes, a trajectory of shaking vectors which each relate to a defined region inside a video
frame and within a short video sequence is calculated. If the angles of successive vectors are changing in a
high frequency (e.g. 20 times within a video sequence 30 frames), the video segment is considered as shaky.
Another method is described in [Tak+03]. A camera shake is one of 4 types which have been taken under
consideration by this approach. Thereby, camera motion parameters are automatically extracted from Mpeg
video sequences in order to estimate the camera motion transitions and their ratio to each other.

Blooming and Smearing Such artefacts are generated by light sources such as a glared object causing the
amount of charge on a charge coupled device (CCD) sensor exceed, which most often still happens with older
video cameras. The authors in [CSP13] describe a method for glare region detection which amongst others
relate to blooming and smearing artefacts. They in a first step use a bilateral filter to globally reduce visual
noise and make layers by quantizing images with the result that false contours appear around light sources.
Finally, blooming and smearing are detected by quantifying the similarity of a shape between neighbouring layers
through distance transform.

Noise Noise is an unwanted effect that most often occurs in cameras that use CCD and CMOS sensors. A
fast impulsive noise detection method is introduced in [SC05]. Pixels within a radius r around a defined pixel
value Pi,j are considered. The intensity and distance of a pixel pair are calculated using thresholds and distance
functions in order to classify a noisy pixel. The authors in [LTO12] introduce a patch-based Gaussian noise
detection method. Therefore, they use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on weak textured images to
estimate the noise.

De-Interlacing and Field Order Problems De-Interlace artefacts occur by combining two interlaced
sub fields into a single progressive frame, whereas field order problems can occur if interlaced video shots
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with different field order are assembled which in turn could affect the video data negatively by unwanted
effects (e.g. ”flashy fields”). The authors in [KPL01] introduce an algorithm for separating interlaced videos
from progressive content. The authors in [Bay07] present an efficient approach to detect the field order of
interlaced videos using motion magnitude information.

5.2.2 Analogue errors

In the case of former analogue film productions the measured technical quality of the a/v signal has had a direct
effect on the perceived quality of the a/v content. A gradual loss of the a/v signal, e. g. caused by transmission
interruption or generation loss due to physical effects, often leads to a degradation of the a/v quality.

Tracking error ormis-tracking Amongst others, tracking error is the most common defect if video heads
cannot correctly follow the video tracks recorded on a tape. A detection and correction method of tracking
errors is proposed in [SAM13].

Blotches and Scratches A blotch is an artefact typically occurring as bright or dark patch on old cel-
luloid films. Scratches in film material often do appear as vertical lines across the image. They result from
dust particles in projectors which scratches the surface of the celluloid film during the playback. Both types
of distortions can be detected by analysing temporal correlations using optical flow computations between
successive frames. Such a detection approach is proposed in [Gro06].

Colour Fading A colour fading artefact is caused by a temporal change or loss of one or all colour com-
ponents. Since film material consists of multiple layers the outer layer is very sensitive. The non-linear loss of
colour can be detected by observing the properties of each colour layer [RG01].

Intensity Flicker Intensity flicker is an artefact that appears through temporal brightness variations of
successive video frames. In the literature flicker detection approaches using motion vectors are introduced
in [For09], [Zha+09].

5.2.3 Transmission errors

Freezes Frame freezes can be caused by the transmission of video stream over an error-prone channel.
E.g. for video broadcasting the compressed video stream is mostly transferred over a packet-switched network
which can be lost or which can be delayed to the point where they are not received in time for decoding.
A no-reference approach deals with the identification of frozen frames. Therefore, potential frozen frames
are identified based on the mean-squared error (MSE) between the current frame and the previous frame.
However, it is hard or not possible to distinguish content that is intentionally not moving from frozen frames
content that is not moving as a result of a video impairment (freezes). Frame freezing can also be caused
by low-bit rate encoding in case of an encoder buffer overflow, e.g. when the complexity of video content
suddenly increases [HTG09].
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Packet loss Packet loss may happen occasionally or in blocks. Both can result in video impairments and
hence significantly degrade the quality of experience (QoE) of video services. [DL10] The proposed packet-loss
detection algorithm in [Tes+10] is based on detecting particular ”sharp” horizontal edges related to blocking-
wise artefacts of different size and proportion. The packet-loss measure for a particular decoded video se-
quence segment is determined as a square root of the weighted square sum of detected artefacts in each frame
separately.

5.2.4 Video compression artefacts

Video compression artefacts Major digital video standards, e.g. H.261, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 / H.262, H.263,
MPEG-4 part 2, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, etc., rely on linear block transforms such as the discrete cosine transform
(DCT). These video codec formats are based on transform blocks (macroblocks), with 8x8, 16x16, or any
different sizes7 of luma samples. Early standards used motion compensation relating on entire macroblocks,
the transform block size has always been 8x8. Newer formats provide enhanced prediction accuracy [STL04].

Most common compression artefact is blockiness (see Figure 4), which occurs particularly during coding
at lower bit rates [Vla00]. Blockiness artefacts in images or video frames are detected in different ways.
The authors in [TG00] describe a no-reference blockiness detection method for MPEG-2 coded video using
amplitude and phase of each horizontal harmonic derived from 32x32 blocks. A similar approach on comparing
the ratios obtained from the harmonics after horizontal and vertical blockiness artefact detection is introduced
in [Tri10]. A blind blockiness effect measurement algorithm to detect and evaluate the power of a blocky
signal is described in [WBE00]. A local no-reference blockiness metric that can automatically and perceptually
quantify blocking artefacts of DCT coding is presented in [LH08]. Further blockiness measurement approaches
for H.264 encoded videos are presented in [AR10]and [Lop+13].

Methods to detect further compression artefacts, as ringing and blurring are described in [BS05], [LKH08],
[LKH10a], and [LKH10b]. Coding errors as mentioned above are also applicable to be detected in images as
the information of only a single frame can be sufficient for their detection.

Figure 4: Video error example, shows a compressed image (left) and detected blockiness artifacts (right) by
Fraunhofer IDMT’s QC software tools.

7Macroblock transform: Prediction partitions can have seven different sizes, such as 4x4, 8x8, 16x16, 8x4, 4x8, 8x16, and 16x8.
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5.3 I-Media-Cities related tasks
The tasks in I-Media-Cities would be twofold:

1. The technical measure always need to be related to a subject perception of quality which is often subject
to the application case or even a specific group of person. The parametrization of the algorithms such
that the results reflect this quality perception needs to be researched. Therefore, appropriate video
material is required as input for our QC algorithms which need to be evaluated on the project specific
data.

2. Due to the specific nature of the content used in I-Media-Cities (old films, videos) new algorithms might
be required or existing methods need to be improved in order to detect properties and errors, and to
address issues specific to such content (e.g. digitization issues, black and white film, projector flickering,
frame rate issues, noise, etc.).
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6 Conclusion
We have reported the state of the art for four topics of moving image analysis that are relevant to I-Media-Cities.
Due to the heterogeneous audience of this document, we aimed at explaining and referencing basic and recent
research in these fields without complex technical formulation. The document is a starting point within the
project. Its intended to bring the consortium closer to the field of computer vision algorithms, what they can
and cannot achieve and what output is to be expected from it. We also explained by examples which semantic
level of annotation is produces by some of the methods. While some produce data on a semantic high level
(classification, object region, shot boundaries) some produce data that require more processing or a human in
the loop in order to bridge the semantic gap.

This document is fed into the requirement process that has started with the kick-off meeting in Brussels
end of May 2016. We will continue to work on task 7.1, i.e. practically evaluating algorithms and do first test
runs, until the topics have been narrowed down with respect to the requirements process. We will describing,
updating and detailing the findings of D7.1 in D7.2 and D7.3 (M24), in function of their tests, training results
and the needs of the project.
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